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EDITORIAL

What aerosol physics tells us about airborne pathogen transmission

Modes of transmission of respiratory
pathogens: Why are they important?

While a global pandemic by SARS-CoV in 2002–2003
was averted by fast identification, effective surveillance,
and quarantine, such measures cannot be easily trans-
ferred to new situations, as the case of SARS-CoV-2
demonstrates. Knowledge of the fundamental biological
and physical parameters affecting transmission pathways
of respiratory pathogens is thus critical for the design of
effective non-pharmaceutical intervention strategies.
Respiratory pathogens are transmitted via respiratory
droplets containing lung fluid laden with infectious
pathogens. The generation, transport and eventual fate
(deposition, inhalation) of respiratory droplets are key
processes in the transmission pathways of respira-
tory pathogens.

Respiratory droplets are generated within the human
respiratory tract, thoracic or extrathoracic, with possibly
different pathogen loads, or upon release from an infected
person via lung-fluid fragmentation (Bourouiba,
Dehandschoewercker, and Bush 2014). They are expelled
by expiratory events that include violent events such as
coughing or sneezing and quiescent ones such as talking,
breathing, or laughing. Respiratory droplets have been asso-
ciated with three modes of pathogen transmission: in the
medical literature, these are referred to as “contact,”
“droplet,” and “airborne” transmission modes (Weber and
Stilianakis 2008a).

Contact transmission, be it direct or indirect, occurs
via contact with pathogen-laden droplets: transfer of
pathogens via physical touch between a susceptible and
an infected host (e.g., hand contact) is classified as direct
contact transmission, whereas transfer mediated by fomi-
tes containing settled droplets is classified as indirect
contact transmission. Droplet transmission refers to
transmission by large droplets (diameter dp > 20
microns) that are transported by the turbulent air flow
generated by a violent expiratory event. They are, subse-
quently, sprayed and directly deposited upon the con-
junctiva or mucus membranes of a susceptible host.
Since large droplets gravitationally settle rather quickly,
droplet transmission is considered important at close
range: in still air, a 50-micron droplet crosses a vertical
1.5m distance in 20 s (Drossinos and Housiadas 2006).
Airborne transmission, also referred to as “aerosol trans-
mission,” refers to pathogen transmission via inhalation

of small respiratory droplets (typically smaller than 10
microns: a 10-micron droplet settles gravitationally in
still air within approximately 9min). Being relatively
small they may deposit deep into the respiratory tract,
including the alveolar region. These droplets, often
referred to by the confusing term “droplet nuclei,” are
small enough to remain airborne for sufficient time to
transmit the pathogen. Hence, airborne transmission
does not require direct face-to-face contact.

The demarcation between the three transmission
modes is not clearly specified, as it is not based on well-
defined droplet physical properties or their dynamics,
often creating confusion. For example, droplets associated
with droplet transmission may be transported by a turbu-
lent jet and subsequently inhaled.

The classification of transmission modes depends on
the size of the droplets. The size distribution of expelled
droplets has been a subject of considerable research and
controversy (partly attributable to different instrumenta-
tion or collection methods). Nevertheless, it is reasonable
to consider that respiratory-droplet diameters vary from
0.5 microns to 1000 microns (Duguid 1946; Loudon and
Roberts 1967, Papineni and Rosenthal 1997; Chao et al.
2009; Morawska et al. 2009; Asadi et al. 2019). Care
should be exercised in interpreting droplet sizes.
Respiratory droplets are generated in a nearly 100% rela-
tive-humidity environment. Upon exhalation into the
lower-humidity ambient environment they shrink by
evaporation (a fast molecular process, of the order of
seconds or less, depending on droplet size, composition,
and relative humidity) to reach their equilibrium diam-
eter. Some estimates suggest that droplets may shrink to
about half their original size (Nicas, Nazaroff, and
Hubbard 2005, Parienta et al. 2011).

Not all pathogen transmission modes are relevant for
all respiratory infections. The dominant transmission
mode will depend on the interplay of a number of fac-
tors, including frequency of violent droplet-generating
events (coughing, sneezing), droplet size distribution,
ambient relative humidity, viral load, virus inactivation
rates, deposition location of inhaled droplets in the air-
way, and infectious dose. The identification of the dom-
inant transmission mode is essential for a proper and
efficient strategy to control the spread of an epidemic,
including the proper choice of personal protective equip-
ment. The companion Aerosol Science and Technology
Editorial (Asadi et al. 2020) argues cogently for the
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importance of airborne transmission of the SARS-CoV-2
virus, similarly emphasized in the recent analyses of its
aerosol and surface stability (van Doremalen et al. 2020).
Transmission via settled droplets, direct or indirect con-
tact transmission, albeit important, is beyond the scope
of this Editorial. Lastly, we assume that most transmis-
sion events occur indoors.

Epidemic theory: Basic reproduction number

The fate of pathogens within a respiratory droplet depends
on physical and biological processes. Physical processes
determine the droplet (and thus pathogen) airborne life-
time. The dynamics of an expelled droplet is complex
depending on environmental and physiological factors:
evaporation, and related heat and mass exchanges with the
environment for specific droplet chemical compositions
(Parienta et al. 2011; Chen and Zhao 2010; Xie et al. 2007);
ambient relative humidity and temperature; convection,
ventilation (Chen and Zhao 2010); droplet diameter; buoy-
ancy of the expelled multiphase turbulent cloud
(Bourouiba, Dehandschoewercker, and Bush 2014); depos-
ition mechanisms (gravitational settling); inertial and drag
forces. Brownian motion may be neglected. Biological proc-
esses determine pathogen survival within the droplet, i.e.,
viral inactivation. Inactivation is biologically determined,
and it may be influenced by external factors: for example,
UV radiation increases the inactivation rate of influenza
viruses (Weber and Stilianakis 2008b).

A quantitative measure of the interplay between these
processes is encompassed in the basic reproduction num-
ber R0 (Heesterbeek and Dietz 1996; Delamater et al.
2019). The basic reproduction number provides an esti-
mate of how an epidemic may develop. It is defined as
the average number of secondary infections caused by a
single infected individual introduced in a fully suscep-
tible population. As such, it is used to estimate whether
an epidemic will spread (R0 > 1) or die out (R0 < 1). It
describes the transmissibility of the pathogen or, in
terms of infections, the number of secondary infections
(cases) per infectious individual. Dynamically it is a
bifurcation point; viewed as a threshold it informs about
the potential of an outbreak to be established, and
thereby helps to assess the effectiveness of control strat-
egies. In addition, its parameter dependence suggests
intervention strategies. In compartmental epidemiological
models that analyze the interactions between Susceptibles
(S), Infected (I), and Recovered (R), referred to as SIR
models, R0 determines the local stability of the disease-
free equilibrium state.

The SIR basic reproduction number for infectious dis-
eases whose pathogen carriers are respiratory droplets,
depends on the transmission rate per inhaled droplet bd,
the droplet generation rate jd, the droplet removal rate
ad, and the infection recovery rate ci (Stilianakis and
Drossinos 2010)

R0 ¼ bdjd
ad

1
ci
:

The transmission rate per inhaled droplet is

bd ¼ c
B
Vcl

sctpdqdqp ddð Þ p
6
d3d,

where the number of person-to-person contacts per day
is c, the average personal breathing rate B, the personal
cloud volume Vcl, the characteristic breathing (contact)
time sct , the infection probability per inhaled pathogen
pd, the inhaled droplet lung-deposition probability qd,
and the pathogen concentration in the lung fluid qpðddÞ:
The droplet diameter is dd: The droplet removal rate
couples biological and physical processes: lp is the
pathogen inactivation rate while hd is the gravitational
settling rate,

ad ¼ hd þ lp:

The importance of each parameter, i.e., whether its
value is benign or not, is assessed by evaluating whether
it results in R0 values greater than or less than one.
Intervention strategies aim at reducing the basic repro-
duction number, if possible below the threshold of unity.
For instance, the droplet generation rate decreases if an
infected individual wears a surgical mask. Surgical masks,
usually composed of cotton layers, limit the expulsion of
potentially infected biological fluids from an infected
person (Milton et al. 2013). They protect nearby suscep-
tibles, but not individuals who wear them for their own
protection since some respiratory droplets shrunk by
evaporation are small enough to penetrate normal
fibrous materials; that is, these surgical masks constitute
source control. Alternatively, saline delivery into the lung
may limit the number emission of bioaerosols by stabi-
lizing the airway lining fluid/air interface (Watanabe
et al. 2007).

The emitted-droplet size may depend on the location
of droplet generation because newly generated droplets
may deposit within the lung before expiration, and so
not be emitted at all (Longest and Vinchurkar 2009). A
droplet in a low relative-humidity environment would
shrink more than at higher humidity. This change would
modify its transport properties and settling rate. A
decreased settling rate would decrease the droplet
removal rate and thence increase R0. Pathogen inactiva-
tion may be accelerated by exposing droplets to, for
instance, ionizing radiation. UV radiation (Weber and
Stilianakis 2008b) and the ill-defined “open-air factor”
(Hobday 2019) are natural virucidal agents and can con-
tribute significantly to virus inactivation.

However, the most important quantity, and the quan-
tity addressed by most intervention measures, is the
transmission rate per inhaled droplet. Social distancing,
whether individual or population-based, aims to minim-
ize the number of person-to-person contacts and contact
duration. Droplet pathogen load depends on the location
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of droplet generation: it is currently accepted that high
SARS CoV-2 viral loads are present in the upper respira-
tory tract (a possible reason for asymptomatic transmis-
sion, van Doremalen et al. 2020). The deposition
location within the respiratory tract of inhaled droplets
and the deposition fraction depend sensitively on droplet
composition and droplet diameter: hygroscopic growth
within the lung may be important (Mitsakou, Helmis,
and Housiadas 2005).

The infection probability per inhaled droplet decreases
when susceptibles wear well-fitted respirators, a suscep-
tible control measure. In addition to proper face-seal fit,
an important characteristic of a respirator is the filter
efficiency. In the U.S., NIOSH certified respirator filters
are characterized by their resistance to oil (Non-resistant
[N], Partially resistant, Resistant) and the minimum per-
centage filtration efficiency in standardized test (95, 99,
and 100%). In the European Union they are referred to
as Filtering Face Pieces 1, 2, or 3 (FFP1/2/3) with a min-
imum filtration efficiency of 80, 94, and 99%, respect-
ively. Filtering facepiece respirators of at least N95 (CDC
2020) or FFP2 (ECDC 2020a) are recommended to pro-
tect the wearer against airborne pathogens. The particle
removal efficiency of respirator filters exhibits the stand-
ard U-shaped filter efficiency curve, with a minimum at
approximately a few hundred nanometers. Larger par-
ticles are captured by inertial impaction and interception,
while smaller by Brownian motion.

Respiratory droplet transport: How and why it
influences transmission

Epidemiological models often assume that the susceptible
and infected populations are homogeneously mixed. The
basic reproduction number R0 was calculated assuming
populations and droplets are homogeneously mixed.
Spatially dependent SIR models where human popula-
tions diffuse have been developed, and they have been
extended to include droplet diffusion and convection due
to indoor ventilation (Robinson, Stilianakis, and
Drossinos 2012). These transport mechanisms introduce
additional time scales that may be used to define dimen-
sionless numbers to complement the basic reproduction
number: for example, the person or droplet diffusive
timescales, or a convective time scale. Model results sug-
gest that in closed, ventilated indoor environments a
critical ventilation velocity exists such that droplets gen-
erated by an infected individual are rapidly transported
out of the domain, causing minimal infection as they
travel through the susceptible population. For smaller
velocities airborne infection is predicted to occur since
droplets are transported slowly through the susceptible
population, increasing the probability of infection.

Complementary to the Eulerian description of diffus-
ing and convected droplets, Lagrangian tracking of drop-
lets in turbulent jets has been extensively used.

Lagrangian tracking considers explicitly droplet inertia
(and thus the droplet Stokes number). This is an area of
active research. Literature results suggest that the hori-
zontal distance traveled depends on relative humidity
dependent droplet diameter, expelled-air velocity and
buoyancy. Estimates (Ji et al. 2018; Liu et al. 2017) vary
from one-meter horizontal distance traveled by a 100-
micron droplet (initial droplet diameter when expelled
from the respiratory tract, and jet horizontal cough vel-
ocity of 10m/sec, whereas about 4m/sec is expected for
speaking) to approximately two-three meters for a 60-
micron droplet, and more than three to four for a 20-
micron droplet. The importance of cloud dynamics was
emphasized by Bourouiba, Dehandschoewercker, and
Bush (2014) who argue that without cloud entrainment
inhalable droplets would settle within centimeters from
the ejection location (mouth). Inclusion of cloud dynam-
ics extends the distance traveled to a few meters (2.5m)
for a 30-micron droplet, with considerable upwards
(towards the ceiling) movement. Xie et al. (2007) suggest
that under many circumstances (droplet diameter larger
than 80 microns), the distance crossed is approximately
1.5m. They also calculate much longer distances (5 to
6m) for very large exhaled-air velocities (50m/sec).
Parienta et al. (2011) also find long horizontal distances,
the minimum distance being approximately 1m for 100-
micron droplets. Similarly, Bourouiba,
Dehandschoewercker, and Bush (2014) argue that the
competition between droplet momentum and settling
rate leads to a non-monotonic dependence of the hori-
zontal distance crossed on the droplet diameter. It is
apparent that these estimates are in conflict with the
standard demarcation of the three respiratory pathogen
transmission modes used in the medical literature,
whereby droplet transmission is viewed as distinct from
airborne transmission.

Current social distancing recommendation is that a
minimum person-to-person distance of at least one
meter (ECDC 2020b), and rather 1.5–2 meters (CDC
2020), be maintained. This should be considered as a
minimum threshold value: the horizontal distance
crossed is a sensitive function of droplet diameter, rela-
tive humidity, and respiratory-jet velocity. Current
experimental and modeling studies find longer horizontal
distances depending on environmental and physiological
conditions. Epidemiological and numerical evidence sug-
gests that a one-meter distance (or 1.5 to 2m) is a rea-
sonable compromise between social and societal needs
and current knowledge of droplet transport
and dispersion.

Aerosol science and airborne pathogen
transmission

The issue of airborne transmission of pathogens holds
significant public health implications, as the current
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SARS CoV-2 epidemic manifests. Numerous public
health decisions (protective equipment, control strategies,
communication to the public) depend on quantitative
estimates that aerosol scientists, in collaboration with the
medical community, are in a position to provide. The
emission rates of respiratory droplets, their size distribu-
tion, their generation mechanism within and outside the
infected host, and their dispersion and transport in still
air and ventilated indoor spaces are all topics upon
which aerosol scientists are especially equipped to offer
critical data in order to contribute to informed public
health choices and the well-being of our society.
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